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Book your tickets online at wired.uk/smarter-tickets or go to wired.uk/smarter for more information

WIRED Smarter is Europe’s premier networking event for senior decision-makers, business executives,
specialists, entrepreneurs and technologists to explore and dissect the most critical disruptors in the
business world. This one-day, multi-tracked conference focuses on the challenges directly facing the
retail, energy and money industries and uncovers how executives can turn disruption into strategy.

2018 Expected Audience

600+

Who Should Attend?

18+

Attendees

Countries
Seniority

34%

38%

C-level, founders and
co-founders

Executive directors, directors
and heads

21%

7%

Innovators, practitioners
and strategists

Business development,
marketing and other

Industries

26%

Retail, eCommerce

24%
Energy

Whether you are responsible
for driving new strategy
and innovation within your
organisation, require a better
understanding of disruption
in your industry or simply
want to be better informed
of new business trends,
then WIRED Smarter is an
ideal source of inspiration
and access to the relevant
people, knowledge,
technology and networking
opportunities.

“An excellently run

23%

Financial sector

day with interesting,
inspirational speakers
throughout. Well done and

12%

Agency and
media

11%

Investment and
legal
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4%

Public sector,
government and
charity

thanks! We will be back!”
ED WILTON, HEAD OF GROUP IT,
KINGFISHER

We gather senior decision-makers from the retail, energy and financial industries, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airbus
Algodynamix
Alibaba
Amazon Pay
Audemars Piguet
Aviva
BAE Systems Applied
Intelligence
Bethnal Green Ventures
Blue Motor Finance
BuffaloGrid
Bulb
Cabinet Office - National
security and intelligence
Caventou
Centrica Connected Home
City of London Police
CommonSense Robotics
Commonwealth Bank of
Australia
CrowdStrike Inc.
Curve
CyberSmart
CyLon
Danske bank
DeepMind Health
Deloitte
Dentsu Aegis Network
Department for Business,
Energy & Industrial Strategy

• Department for Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport
• Dixons Carphone
• E.ON SE
• eBay Israel
• Eco Wave Power
• Electron
• Energy Saving Trust
• Everledger
• Facebook
• Financial Conduct Authority
• Genfour
• GoCompare
• Google
• HackerOne
• Harrods
• Havas
• HSBC
• IBM
• J.P. Morgan
• Jigsaw/Google
• Kite Power Systems
• Landsec
• Lendr
• LO3 Energy
• Made.com
• Mastercard
• McAfee
• Microsoft UK
• MishiPay

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Moixa Energy
Monzo
Mulberry
Naim Audio
National Cyber Security Centre
National Grid
Nationwide Building Society
Network Rail
NHS Innovation Accelerator
Norwegian National Security
Authority
Paddy Power Betfair
Quantopian
QuantSpark
Qubit
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
Royal Dutch Shell
Royal Society
SEaB Energy
Selfridges
Shell
Starling Bank
Stripe
Suade
Tempur Sealy
Tesco
Tictail
Transport for London
Unilever
Wheelys Café
WPP
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SPEAKERS

Werner Vogels
Chief technology
officer
Amazon.com
As CTO of one of
the most powerful
companies,
Werner Vogels is
responsible for
driving Amazon's
customer-centric
technology vision.

Benedict Evans
Partner
Andreessen
Horowitz

Cliff Cohen
Chief information
officer
ASOS

Elizabeth
Rossiello
CEO and Founder
BitPesa

Benedict Evans
is a partner at VC
firm Andreessen
Horowitz, which
invests in
companies set to
change the world
– from Airbnb and
Oculus to Twitter.

CIO Cliff Cohen
is responsible for
the technology
strategy and
delivery for pure
play e-tailer
ASOS’ 18 million
customers around
the world.

Founder Elizabeth
Rossiello scaled
BitPesa – a digital
foreign exchange
and payment
platform – to eight
markets in just
under five years.

Hayden Wood
Co-founder and
CEO
Bulb

Jan Wurzbacher
Founder
Climeworks

PARTNER
Margarete
McGrath
Chief Digital Officer
Dell EMC
Enterprise

Hayden Wood
co-founded Bulb,
which supplies
businesses
and consumers
with 100 per
cent renewable
electricity that
costs less than
fossil fuels.
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In 2017, Climeworks
opened the world’s
first negative
emissions plant –
capturing CO2 at a
geothermal plant in
Iceland and turning
it into rock.

Margarete McGrath
works with clients
to support them
with their digital
transformation,
from advanced
analytics to smart
retail solutions.

Mark Hughes
CEO
BT Security

Kresse Wesling
MBE
Co-founder and
director
Elvis and Kresse
Kresse Wesling
launched fashion
brand Elvis &
Kresse, which
turns industrial
waste into lifestyle
products and
supports charities
reducing waste.
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PARTNER
Rob Doepel
Partner and
Energy Markets
Leader, UK &
Ireland
EY

PARTNER
Helen Merriott
Partner and Retail &
Consumer Products
Leader, UK & Ireland
EY

Rob Doepel helps
clients navigate
the ever changing
consumer,
regulatory
and political
environment.

Helen Merriott
works with
organisations to
set direction and
deliver results
for consumers,
stakeholders and
employees.

Raman Bhatia
Head of Digital Bank
HSBC

Emilie Colker
Executive director
IDEO

Raman Bhatia is
responsible for
driving innovation
and new digital ways
of working within
Europe.

Emilie Colker is
Executive Director
at design and
innovation firm
IDEO, where
she works with
businesses on
“click-to-brick”
experiences
and digital
transformations.
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Martin Harbech
Director of
eCommerce and
retail
Facebook

Florence Diss
Head of EMEA
Commerce
Partnerships
Google
Florence Diss
focuses on
Payments,
with product
partnerships
including Maps,
Geo, Wallet and
Ads.

Cathy Mulligan
Visiting Researcher
Imperial College
Centre for
Cryptocurrency
Research and
Engineering

Herminia Ibarra
The Charles
Handy Professor
of Organisational
Behaviour
London Business
School

Cryptocurrency
expert Cathy
Mulligan is breaking
down the blockchain
hype and leading
the dialogue on how
businesses should
use this technology.

Herminia Ibarra
delves into what
talent looks like in
the age of artificial
intelligence.

Beth Comstock
is an expert
in helping
organizations
and individuals to
navigate change
and harness
creativity.

SPEAKERS

Beth Comstock
Author and former
vice chair
GE
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SPEAKERS

Will Shu
Co-founder and
CEO
Deliveroo
Will Shu founded
food delivery
company
Deliveroo in 2013
and scaled it from
a team of five to a
global $2bn tech
business in just
under five years.

Keyu Jin
Professor
London School of
Economics
Keyu Jin is
researching
globalisation
and the Chinese
economy, focusing
on bridging
Western capital
and a new breed
of fast-growing
Chinese technology
companies.

Y-Vonne
Hutchinson
Founder and CEO
ReadySet
With a focus
on the tech
industry, labour
lawyer Y-Vonne
Hutchinson
specialises in
advising companies
serious about
enacting diversity.
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Hugo Cornejo
Head of Design
Monzo
As the Head of
Design at Monzo,
Hugo Cornejo helped
transform how
customers interact
with a digital bank,
creating its in-house
app from scratch.

Nikolay Storonsky
Founder and CEO
Revolut
Founder Nikolay
Storonsky
scaled digital
bank alternative
Revolut to 1.8
million customers
in three years –
and now offers
cryptocurrency
processing.

Martin Anderlind
Head Of Business
Development
Northvolt

Stephen
Fitzpatrick
CEO and Founder
OVO Energy

Northvolt wants
to manufacture
the world’s
greenest lithiumion batteries at
a global scale –
with a target of
producing up to
32GWh by 2023.

UK energy
provider OVO
Energy launched
the world’s first
commercially
available electricvehicle-to-grid
charger in
partnership with
Nissan.

Kerry Liu
Co-founder and
CEO
Rubikloud

Cal Henderson
Chief technology
officer
Slack

AI platform
Rubikloud has
grown to over 100
people, opened
offices in four
countries, and
raised $45m
venture funding in
just five years.

Cal Henderson is
the co-founder and
chief technology
officer of Slack, the
fastest-growing
business app
that’s redefining
productivity.
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Sonnen is now
expanding
internationally,
from a 3,000home Sonnen
City in the USA to
microgrids helping
hurricane relief in
Puerto Rico.

Maria McKavanagh
Chief operating
officer
Verv
Verv’s smart-home
hub uses artificial
intelligence to track
energy use down
to the device, and
in April 2018, Verv
Labs completed
the first UK peerto-peer energy
trade using the
blockchain.

Julia Shaw
Co-founder
Spot

Amit Yoran
CEO
Tenable

Psychological
scientist and
memory expert
Julia Shaw cofounded Spot,
which helps
employees
report workplace
harassment and
discrimination.

CEO Amit Yoran
oversees digital
security firm
Tenable’s vision
as the company
empowers
organizations
to understand
and reduce their
cybersecurity risk.

Diane Coyle
Bennett Professor
of Public Policy
University of
Cambridge
Economist and
former advisor to
the UK Treasury
Diane Coyle
specialises in
the economics of
new technologies,
markets and
competition policy.

“Eye opener on the near future, showcasing upcoming

Implementation
Trustee Imran
Gulamhuseinwala
is responsible for
the development
of the common
technical
standards
underpinning open
banking.

SPEAKERS

Christoph
Ostermann
Founder and CEO
Sonnen

Imran
Gulamhuseinwala
OBE
Trustee
Open Banking
Implementation
Entity

radical change to the status quo in easy to understand
business cases - a single day instead of months of
reading.”
PAUL EDWICK, CEO, FAIRY GLAM
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STARTUP SHOWCASE

Tahir Farooqui
CEO and founder
Canopy

Adam Goodall
Co-founder
Coconut

Caroline Plumb
Founder & CEO
Fluidly

Veronique Merriam Barbosa
COO and Co-founder
Flux

Benedetta Arese Lucini
CEO & Co-Founder
Oval Money

Dr. Christoph Birkl
Co-counder and CEO
Brill Power

Erik Nygard
CEO and co-founder
Limejump Ltd.

Christine Boyle
CEO
Senergy

Michael Groves
CEO
Topolytics

Charlie Blair
CEO
Gravitricity

TM

Christer Holloman
CEO and Co-founder
Divido
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Saasha Celestial-One
Co-Founder
OLIO

Richard Potter
CEO
Peak

Grace Gould
Founder
SODA

Louis Schena
COO & Co-Founder
Swipii

Dmitry Ivanov
CEO and co-founder
Wevat

OLIO
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Registration opens
Enjoy welcome coffee, teas, delicate pastries and breakfast bites.
11.35 – 11.55

08.55 – 09.00
09.00 – 09.20

RETAIL

ENERGY

MONEY

Reducing materials
waste with luxury
products

Reversing carbon
emissions

What the world can
learn from business
innovations in China

Kresse Wesling,
MBE, Co-founder and
Director, Elvis and
Kresse

09.40 – 09.55
11.55 – 12.15
09.55 – 10.10

AGENDA

October 9, 2018

08.00 – 08.55

How retail is at an
inflection point and
how AI can help you
win

Dr. Jan, Co-founder
and CEO, Climeworks

Powering a greener,
cleaner future

Open banking: Where
are we now?

Juliet Davenport,
Founder and CEO,
GOOD Energy

Imran
Gulamhuseinwala,
OBE Trustee,
Open Banking
Implementation Entity

Partner session:

Partner session:

Partner session:

Margarete McGrath,
Chief Digital Officer,
Dell EMC Enterprise

Rob Doepel, Partner
and Energy Markets
Leader, UK & Ireland,
EY

Raman Bhatia, Head
of Digital, HSBC

WIRED Retail Startup
Lightning Showcase

WIRED Energy
Startup Lightning
Showcase

WIRED Money
Startup Lightning
Showcase

Five up-and-coming
startups present their
exciting innovation
and technology in a
rapid-fire series of
PechaKucha-style
presentations.

Five up-and-coming
startups present their
exciting innovation
and technology in a
rapid-fire series of
PechaKucha-style
presentations.

Kerry Liu, Co-founder
and CEO, Rubikloud

10.10 – 10.30
12.15 – 12.35

10.30 – 11.00

11.00 – 11.35
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12.35 – 13.00

Five up-and-coming
startups present their
exciting innovation
and technology in a
rapid-fire series of
PechaKucha-style
presentations.

13.00 – 14.05

Keyu Jin, Professor,
London School of
Economics

NETWORKING LUNCH
We’ve partnered with an award-winning catering company to provide
lunch options today – enjoy a delicious meal and pick up your beverage
before joining us for a special partner panel with Invesco.
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14.25 – 14.45

AGENDA

October 9, 2018

14.05 – 14.25

14.45 – 15.05

15.05 – 15.25

RETAIL

ENERGY

MONEY

Where payments go
next

The secrets of
scaling sustainably

Florence Diss, Head
of EMEA Commerce
Partnerships, Google

Hayden Wood, Cofounder and CEO,
Bulb

How digital banking
alternatives are
evolving customer
expectations

FIRESIDE CHAT: How
retailers can make
the most of working
with startups

A marketplace for
energy data

Cliff Cohen, Chief
information officer,
ASOS
Partner session:
Helen Merriott,
Partner, Retail &
Consumer Products,
UK & Ireland, EY

The future of design
in retail
Emilie Colker,
Executive Director,
IDEO
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Maria McKavanagh,
Chief operating
officer, Verv.Energy

Turning hydro power
into lithium-ion
batteries
Martin Anderlind,
Head of Business
Development,
Northvolt

15.25 – 15.40

The rise of social
shopping
Martin Harbech,
Director of
eCommerce and
Retail, Facebook

The new technology
for the future
electricity grid
Stephen Fitzpatrick,
CEO and Founder,
OVO Energy

Nikolay Storonsky,
Founder & CEO,
Revolut
From disruptor
startup to FCAlicensed Authorized
Payment Institution
Elizabeth Rossiello,
CEO and Founder,
BitPesa
Designing for the
digital customer

15.40 – 16.20

DEMONSTRATIONS AND BREAK		

16.20 – 16.40

Security in the digital world
Amit Yoran, CEO, Tenable

16.40 – 17.00

The modern executive’s guide to productivity: A Fireside chat with
Slack CTO
Cal Henderson, CTO, Slack

17.00 – 17.20

Hugo Cornejo, Head
of Design, Monzo

How will leadership look like in the age of artificial intelligence?
Herminia Ibarra, The Charles Handy Professor of Organisational
Behaviour, London Business School

17.20 – 17.40

Partner session with BT
Mark Hughes, CEO BT Security

Building the world’s
largest virtual
battery through
microgrids

Mythbusting
the hype around
cryptocurrency and
blockchain

Christoph Ostermann
Founder and CEO
Sonnen

Cathy Mulligan,
Visiting Researcher,
Imperial College
Centre for
Cryptocurrency
Research and
Engineering

17.40 – 18.00

How AI is helping us win the battle against workplace harassment
Julia Shaw, Co-founder, Spot		

18.00 – 18.15

Ten Year Futures
Benedict Evans, Andreesen Horowitz

18.15

CURATOR’S CLOSING followed by drinks reception with Ailsa Bay
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EVENT PARTNERS

HEADLINE PARTNER

BT’s purpose is to use the power of
communications to make a better
world. It is one of the world’s leading
providers of communications services
and solutions, serving customers in
180 countries. Its principal activities
include the provision of networked IT
services globally; local, national and
international telecommunications
services to its customers for use
at home, at work and on the move;
broadband, TV and internet products
and services; and converged fixedmobile products and services. And
with the widest portfolio of businessspecific products and services in
the UK, it helps companies achieve
their goals by connecting people and
enabling relationships – whether
they’re a start-up or an established
business.
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KNOWLEDGE PARTNERS

From globalisation to technological
innovation, businesses around the
world are exploring new and different
ways of succeeding. As a global leader
in assurance, tax, transaction and
advisory services, EY leads the debate
on the most important issues faced by
your sector and business.
WIRED Retail
EY’s Global Consumer Sector enables
our worldwide network of more than
44,000 sector-focused professionals
to share powerful insights and deep
sector knowledge with retail and
consumer products businesses like
yours. This intelligence, combined
with our technical experience, can
assist you in making more informed,
strategic choices and help you
execute better and faster.
For more information, visit
ey.com/uk/consumerhub.

Dell Technologies is a unique family of
businesses that provides the essential
infrastructure for organizations to
build their digital future, transform
IT and protect their most important
asset, information. The company
services customers of all sizes
across 180 countries – ranging from
99 percent of the Fortune 500 to
individual consumers – with the
industry’s most comprehensive and
innovative portfolio from the edge to
the core to the cloud.
www.delltechnologies.com

At Intel, we’re powering the future
of computing and communications,
delivering experiences once thought to
be impossible.

WIRED Energy
EY’s Global Power & Utilities Sector
brings together a worldwide team
of 20,000 professionals to help you
succeed. The Sector team works to
anticipate market trends, identify
their implications and develop points
of view on relevant sector issues.
Ultimately, this team enables us to
help you meet your goals and compete
more effectively. For more information,
visit ey.com/uk/energy.

At Invesco, we want to help you get
more out of life by striving to deliver a
superior investment experience. Our
range of exchange-traded products
are designed to help you make the
most of your portfolio, with low
cost products tracking established
benchmark indices and a range of
products that offer something a
bit different. In fact, we’ve built a
reputation for innovation and factor
investing, so many of the exposures
we offer are not available from any
other provider. We have the market
knowledge to help you trade our
products efficiently today, plus the
stability, resources and broader
expertise that are needed to meet
your objectives for the long term.

In a world that is becoming
increasingly more digital, HSBC UK’s
Raman Bhatia, Head of Digital Bank UK
will be joining the Wired Smarter event
to share HSBC’s journey of how they
are becoming a digital bank.

Peak is a pioneering artificial
intelligence (AI) company, on a mission
to help retailers ‘do great things
with data’ by providing them with
the technology and skills needed to
become AI-driven. Peak combines
its AI System and people to deliver a
unique service, enabling businesses to
put AI at the heart of their operations
to boost revenues and profits.
Founded in 2014, Peak has grown
rapidly, and has been recognised
as one of the fastest-growing tech
companies by GP Bullhound.
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EVENT PARTNERS

Media Partners
DRINKS PARTNER
Ailsa Bay is a Single Malt whisky driven
by data code from one of the world’s
most technologically advanced new
age distilleries. Our unique micro
maturation and ability to codify smoke
parts per million and sweet parts per
million advances the ancient art of
whisky making, to bring you previously
unimagined and limitless flavour
possibilities.

SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM
PARTNER

Hootsuite is the most widely used social
media management platform, trusted by
more than 16 million people and employees
at 80% of the Fortune 1000. Hootsuite’s
unparalleled expertise, customer insights
at scale, and collaborative ecosystem,
uniquely help people and organizations to
succeed with social.
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PRICING

Ticket Rates
Ticket type

Book by September 22

Standard pricing

Multi-track: Corporate

£849 + VAT

£1,299 + VAT

Multi-track: Startup/Scaleup

£349 + VAT

£699 + VAT

Single-track: Corporate

£749 + VAT

£1,199 + VAT

Single-track: Startup/Scaleup

£299 + VAT

£599 + VAT

Discover the future as it happens with WIRED
and more than 150 world-class speakers.

3 Ways To Book Tickets
1. Register directly online at http://wired.uk/smarter-tickets
2. Call the WIRED team at +44 (0)20 7152 3698
3. Email the team at wiredevents@condenast.co.uk

Venue
Kings Place
90 York Way
London, UK, N1 9AG

October
2018
November9,
2018

November
1, 2018
November 2018

Curated by WIRED’s award-winning

WIRED has built a reputation for

editorial team, WIRED Smarter

creating world-renowned

will harness the strengths of its

conferences that inspire, inform and

Retail, Energy, Money and Security

challenge participants into action.

summits to offer delegates a

WIRED Live is the culmination of

wider view of the disruption

that foresight-focused thinking, and

shaping today’s business world.

is designed for and by innovators.

Kings Place

S
50

KING’S CROSS

ST. PANCRAS

KING’S CROSS ST. PANCRAS

1
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0
A5

01

A5

November
3, 2018
November 2018

March
26, 2019
March 2019

Ge

As part of the WIRED Live festival,

WIRED Health returns to London for

cen

WIRED Next Generation is curated

its sixth year, with a full day of

to

especially for 13- to 19-year-olds,

keynote sessions and a dedicated

eve

featuring a selection of educational

startup showcase. Ask the team for

WI

and inspiring talks and workshops.

more information on ticketing.

mo

